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Ima And Check Engine Light
The IMA light and Check Engine light came on my 2004 Honda Civic Hybrid but car still runs
perfectly with same gas mileage and battery seems to be charging as always. Does this mean that
my Hybrid battery is going bad or could there be another problem?
The IMA light and Check Engine light came on my 2004 Honda ...
Point out that little engine warning light, and this person will shrug, change the subject, or eagerly
tell you that the Check Engine light is just a conspiracy by the big auto manufacturers to rip off
drivers. But if you drive a hybrid, there are some warning lights you can’t afford to ignore, literally.
Honda Hybrid IMA | What does the IMA light mean ...
The IMA light comes on whenever there is a problem typically with the IMA (integrated motor assist)
battery for the Hybrid operation. This can be cured by software updates sometimes, but can also be
an indication the IMA battery is a problem.
ima light and check engine light on - 2001 Honda Insight
Took it out to recharge it and upon reinstallation the IMA light came on. I think this is normal. The
trouble is that the IMA light would not go off. Also the engine warning light was on. Moreover the
red battery light would be on with the engine under 1,400RPM. I tried restarting the car a few times.
In the initial check no IMA light would ...
Problem with the IMA Light on : Honda Civic Hybrid ...
My check engine light is on and the IMA light came on. The code for check engine is P1600 which is
a genersal code.When the rechargeable battery went down to no bars and recharged , the check
engine light and IMA light went off. For a few weeks they stay off. It came back on.
How can I fix Check engine light and IMA light that is on ...
Ima and check engine lights on, auto stop intermittent, eco light never on, battery levels rapidly
changing up and - Answered by a verified Mechanic for Honda. We use cookies to give you the best
possible experience on our website. ... The IMA and Check engine light pop in and out from time
time.
Ima and check engine lights on, auto stop intermittent ...
How to clear the engine light and IMA light. Remember if you are going in for smog - drive the car
around for a day or two after disconnecting your 12v in order to pass.
Civic Hybrid IMA AND check engine light 2003-2005
The car has been driving great, it about 128k miles now and I have had no problems, averages 40
in city and 46 on Hwy. I had the IMA light & Check Engine light come on last week and when I took
it to the dealer, he said that the IMA battery was deteriorating and needs replacement along with
O2 sensor.
IMA light on - Please advise | CleanMPG
So the other day the IMA light came on and the dealership charged me $180 to just to tell me the
battery is dying and its gonna cost about another $2800 for that fix. The vehicle is a 2004 civic ...
IMA light - hybridcars.com
If your IMA light has indeed turned on, the first thing you probably want to do is check for any
available warranties that might apply to your vehicle. Honda, like most hybrid automakers, has
become much more lenient in recent years as far as covering battery replacement as long as the
IMA light indicates there is a problem.
IMA Light On | Bumblebee Batteries | bumblebeebatteries.com
Honda Civic Hybrid - Dreaded IMA Battery Light - DIY replace of 12v battery for first Journal Entry ...
We bought the car used in 2011. 12 months and 14k miles later the IMA light has turned on ...
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Honda Civic Hybrid - Dreaded IMA Battery Light - DIY replace of 12v battery for first
Journal Entry
Options for a Failing Honda Insight IMA Battery. ... The engine, of course, passes the emissions test
just fine. I need to find someone or a method to turn off the check engine light pertaining to the
bypassed battery or will have to just give the car away and I would rather not. The car has 197000
on it and I have replaced under warrenty, one ...
Options: Failing Honda Insight IMA Battery | Mario Lurig
Your Check Engine Light may be indicating a simple problem that’s easy to fix—such as a loose gas
cap that needs to be replaced. It could also be a warning of a serious problem that could damage
your engine components. Your Check Engine Light blinks or glows depending on what’s wrong with
your vehicle.
Check Engine Light Diagnostic - Why is My Check Engine ...
I just bought a 2007 Honda Civic Hybrid and already I am having problems with it. On hot days the
IMA light turns on, but not the Engine light. If i turn the car off and turn it back on, the light ...
2007 Honda Civic Hybrid IMA light - hybridcars.com
Eddie spent 35 years in the automotive business with Honda. He is an ASE Certified Master
Technician and has bruised knuckles to prove it. Your “Check Engine” light comes on when your
car’s onboard computer (or PCM, Powertrain Control Module) records some kind of problem. This
onboard computer ...
Honda “Check Engine” Light: What Could Be the Problem ...
Former Honda tech.... Your Hybrid Accord would set a check engine light as well as an IMA light if
the hybrid battery died. The engine still has a traditional 12V starter, and the hybrid system is only
used as an "assist" the gasoline engine would continue to operate normally without a functional
hybrid (IMA) battery.
Will my 2005 Honda Accord Hybrid work once the hybrid ...
Dan Ferrell writes about do-it-yourself car maintenance and repair. He has certifications in
automation and control technology. The check engine light is part of your car's on-board diagnostic
(OBD) system. This system is operated by the electronic control module (ECM), which is your car's
computer ...
What It Means When a Check Engine Light Is On or Flashing
The Check Engine Light & IMA light has b… My wife and I are the original owners of a Honda Civic
Hybrig. It has 138,000 miles on it. It is in pretty good condition. Recently we have been having
some problems with it. The Check Engine Light & IMA light has been coming on. We have noticed at
times that on a Monday, after sitting the whole ...
Question on a 2006 Honda Civic Hybrid - Maintenance ...
How can I fix Check engine light and IMA light that is on a honda Civic HYbrid 12 Answers. Honda
CiviC 2015-02-17 11:00 I have a Honda Civic 2003 Hybrid with 169,000 miles. My check engine light
is on and the IMA light came on. The code for check engine is P1600 which is a genersal code.W...
Honda Civic Questions - IMA light? - CarGurus
I own an 05 Accord Hybrid. Its got 64k miles and til now has served me well, terrific pick up, great
mileage, just a sweet car. Recently I had the check engine light come on, along with the IMA light.
After making the appointment at the Honda shop the lights disappeared, but I brought it in anywa...
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